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1. Introduction
Disclaimer: The material provided in this guideline is not legal advice and
should not be treated as such. The information is intended as a guide only
and should not be relied upon as the definitive authority on pre-trial case
management in the New Zealand courts. No liability is accepted for any
adverse consequences of reliance upon it. Further disclaimer information
is provided here [link].
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1.1 This guideline is intended to help lawyers and judges to prepare for
jury trials involving children or vulnerable adults in the adult criminal
courts, whether as complainants, witnesses or defendants.
1.2 The guideline is intended to be read in conjunction with those for
specific types of vulnerability (e.g. Intellectual Disability) and those which
cover specific stages or processes (Questioning Children, Communication
Assistance) in more detail.
1.3 The guide is intended to assist counsel with:
o
o

Defendants who are fit to plead; and/or
Witnesses who are competent to give evidence.

but who may require support to participate in proceedings adequately and
to give "best evidence" (i.e., evidence that is as complete and accurate as
is reasonably possible for them).
NOTE: The guide does not address issues of a defendant's fitness to
plead or stand trial nor a witness's competence.
Objectives of this guideline
1.4 The courts increasingly emphasise that to ensure a fair trial, all
reasonable measures must be taken to adapt usual court processes to
enable:
(a) vulnerable defendants to participate as fully as possible in their own
trials and;
(b) vulnerable witnesses (and defendants who give evidence) to give
“best evidence”, as fully and completely as they are able.1
1.5 The measure of the fairness of a trial is not only its fairness to the
defendant but also in its fairness to witnesses and to the interests of
society in obtaining accurate factual decisions.2
1.6 Parliament has also explicitly provided for assistance for vulnerable
witnesses and defendants in all criminal and civil proceedings, especially
for children,3 and has imposed particular obligations on the Youth Court
and the Family Court to facilitate children’s understanding of and
participation in proceedings.4
1.7 New Zealand courts are also obligated by the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to provide “effective
access to justice for persons with disabilities … [via] procedural and ageappropriate accommodations”.5 (See UNCRPD guideline)
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Barriers to vulnerable people's participation
1.8 Despite this increasing focus on accommodating vulnerable people in
the court process, research reveals continuing barriers to their full
participation.
1.9 Key problems include:
(a) Lack of professional contact/support and information;6
(b) Long delays before trial;7
(c) Stressful and/or difficult to understand trial processes including:
•
•

Long waits and poor waiting facilities at court during trial;
Lack of special measures or adaptations whilst appearing at trial.

(d) Poor communication:
•
•

Vulnerable people often have communication difficulties which are
overlooked or poorly understood by legal professionals;
The language used by police officers, lawyers and judges when
communicating with vulnerable people is often difficult to
understand, overly suggestive or coercive and/or unnecessarily
humiliating or stressful.

Pre-trial planning is key
1.10 Good pre-trial planning is one key to overcoming these barriers and
getting the right supports in place for trial. This guideline aims to assist
counsel to achieve that.
1.11 The objectives in the pre-trial phase should be:
(a) Fast-tracking the trial/streamlining the pre-trial process as much as
possible;
(b) Obtaining proper accommodations or special measures for trial;
(c) Ensuring the vulnerable person is kept informed and has good support
through the process;
(d) Preparing the defendant/ witness for trial.
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2. What is vulnerability?
2.1 A “vulnerable” witness or defendant is one for whom conventional
legal processes are likely to cause unacceptable levels of stress, impede
their ability to give evidence as fully and accurately as they might
otherwise be able, and/or impede their ability to participate in their own
proceedings.
2.2 Vulnerability in this context does not mean incompetence because it
can be managed effectively if professionals take reasonable measures.
Who is vulnerable?
2.3 Vulnerability may result from permanent features such as
intellectual disability, or transient ones such as being very young or
distressed as a result of a traumatic event.
2.4 Examples of those who may be vulnerable in the courts include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children and teenagers;
People with head injuries;
People with intellectual disabilities;
People with communication and speech impairments;
People with hearing impairments and deafness;
People who have autism;
People with mental illness or distress;
People with trauma due to the case, such as complainants in
sexual offence cases.

Legal Definitions
2.5 The law defines vulnerability widely. The breadth of its acceptance of
vulnerability is suggested by the following:
Alternative Modes: s 103 Evidence Act 2006
2.6 Under s 103(3), a witness (including a defendant) may be vulnerable
and eligible to use a wide range of alternative modes/methods for
testifying due to, inter alia:
•
•
•
•
•
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Their age and maturity;
A physical, intellectual, psychological, or psychiatric impairment;
Trauma they have suffered;
Fear of intimidation;
Their linguistic or cultural background or religious beliefs;
5

•

The nature of the proceeding or evidence the witness is to give.

Children and Alternative Modes: s 107 Evidence Act
2.7 Children (under 18) are automatically deemed vulnerable witnesses
by the rebuttable presumption that they will use one or more alternative
modes of evidence.
Communication Assistance: s 80 and s 4 Evidence
2.8 Vulnerability as a defendant or witness is recognised in a person’s
entitlement to a broad range of “communication assistance” under s 80 if
he or she:
“(a) does not have sufficient proficiency in the English language to (i)
understand court proceedings conducted in English; or (ii) give evidence
in English; or (b) has a communication disability.”
Fitness to Stand Trial: s 4 Criminal Procedure (Mentally
Incapacitated Persons) Act 2003
2.9 Defendants’ vulnerability as participants in their own trials and as
witnesses in giving evidence is recognised by the courts in the concept of
fitness to stand trial only if special accommodations are provided.8
Case Law
2.10 The definition of “vulnerable witness” used in most NZ case law is
that of the NZ Law Commission: “[C]hildren, people with disabilities,
those from minority linguistic or cultural backgrounds, and complainants
in sexual cases for whom giving evidence in court may be difficult or
virtually impossible”. These groups are “vulnerable” in that “without
special assistance,9 their evidence may never be satisfactorily heard”.10

3. Identifying vulnerability
3.1 Identifying vulnerability can be one of the most difficult tasks for a
lawyer. Some potential vulnerabilities will be obvious (a young child, a
rape complainant, a defendant with an already diagnosed impairment or
condition). However, others (such as a person with undiagnosed
intellectual disabilities or mental distress) can be very difficult to identify.
People may also actively try to conceal their difficulties, even from their
own lawyers. In other situations, such as with teenage witnesses, lawyers
(along with most of the population) may simply overestimate their coping
skills.
See the specific disability Guidelines for further information on
identification.
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General Guidelines for Identification
3.2 Children and teenagers:
(a) Language development is a far more complex and a longer process
than is commonly supposed – lasting well into adolescence11 - and studies
(including New Zealand studies) suggest that lawyers often overestimate
young people’s language abilities in questioning them.12
(b) Also, a child’s chronological age may not be an accurate predictor of
their abilities as traumatised/abused children often experience
developmental delays.13 Often such delays go undiagnosed.
3.3 Accordingly:
•

•

Children 12 years and younger should always be presumed to be
vulnerable in court. Best practice is to always have a specialist
Communication Assessment Report into their needs.
See Communication Assistance Guideline for details.
Older children and teenagers may also be vulnerable: Always check
(with parents, schools and any other professionals involved) that a
teenager is actually performing at age level. If any concerns
emerge, have a Communication Assessment done. A guardian’s
consent is required to contact schools or other professionals.

If your inquiries flag up any issues, or if the child is under 12, get a
Communication Assessment [See the Communication Assistance
guideline for more information on this].
3.4 Adult witnesses and defendants
•

•

If an adult witness or defendant is already identified as having an
impairment or disability, always seek a specialist Communication
Assessment Report in addition to any report as to fitness to plead
etc.
If there is no prior formal diagnosis or assessment, or an
assessment (e.g., a s 38 report) is inconclusive, but you are still
concerned about an adult’s abilities, a communication assessment is
a useful step.

See the specific disability Guidelines for an overview of what
characteristics may suggest a need for formal investigation.

4. Pre-trial planning: reducing delay
4.1 Pre-trial delay is a major problem for vulnerable people, causing
serious stress and impacting on the person’s ability to give clear accurate
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testimony at trial.14 Reducing delay therefore needs to be a primary focus
of pre-trial planning.
4.2 The legislation and the case law supports fast-tracking cases involving
vulnerable people.15 Making full use of opportunities for disclosure,
timetabling and special measures directions in the early pre-trial process
especially the Case Review Hearing - is crucial.
4.3 Early pre-trial applications and decisions are particularly important:16
•
•
•

Defendants and civil parties may need accommodations for pre-trial
as well as trial/substantive hearing appearances;
Knowing well in advance what directions have been made for them
can help vulnerable people adjust and cope at court;
Some measures (expert evidence/reports and Communication
Assistant Reports) take time to organise.

5. Disclosure
Early disclosure is key
5.1 Prompt disclosure is essential to reducing delay. Prosecutors should
prioritise disclosure as much as possible.
•

•
•
•
•

Once initial disclosure is complete the court will often require a plea
and election (judge alone or trial by jury) at the second
appearance;17
Early full disclosure is a prerequisite for pre-recorded crossexamination;
Defence decisions (plea/third party disclosure/mode applications)
are hampered by incomplete or late disclosure;
Late production of prosecution witnesses = adjournment;18
Early defence applications for third party disclosure are also
important to reduce delays.19

Criminal Disclosure Act formal requirements
•

•
•
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Initial disclosure: The first tranche of disclosure documents is due
15 working days after proceedings commence,20 the second “as
soon as reasonably practicable” after the defence’s written
request.21
Full disclosure: “as soon as is reasonably practicable after a
defendant has pleaded not guilty”.22
Formal written statements: 25 working days before Trial Callover
(TCO).
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6. Case Review Hearing
6.1 The Case Review Hearing (CRH) and Case Management Memorandum
(CMM) were intended to be used to fast -track administrative processes
and get early directions for trial. Courts have the power to make early
directions at the CRH beyond the statutory minimum both of their own
motion or either party’s application,23 including mode directions by
consent.24
The Case Management Memo (CMM)
6.2 The CMM must be completed jointly by both prosecution and defence
counsel.25 The defence are then responsible for filing the CMM at least 5
working days before the Case Review Hearing.26
6.3 The required content27 is quite limited, but there is wide scope to
request additional early directions. There is no requirement that the
standard CMM form be used and considerable regional variation already
exists.
6.4 Note that supporting evidence for any application to be made at the
CRH must be attached to the CMM,28 and other applications must be filed
within 10 days of a not guilty plea.
CMM Content
6.5 For best effect, in addition to the usual material covered, the CMM
should signal the main pre-trial applications and steps otherwise usually
left to the Trial Callover Memorandum (TCM). See the approach of the
Serious Sexual Violence Pilot Courts (SSVC).29
6.6 Standard content for a CMM
(a) Section 56 of the CPA 2011 requires notice of:
•
•
•
•
•

Any
Any
Any
Any
Any

intended change of plea;
changes to the charges;
sentence indication required;
other matters on which directions are sought;
transfer to the High Court.

(b) Under R.4.8 of the CPR 2012 the following are also required:
•
•
•
•
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Bail issues;
Summary of facts disputes;
Evidence in support of any applications;
Explanation for any failure to conduct or complete discussions;
9

•
•

Dates counsel are unavailable for future hearings;
Any other issues on which directions are sought.

(c) Recommended additional directions:
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
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Fitness to plead: Seek directions for a forensic psychiatric or
psychological report as early as possible.30
Communication Assistance: Seek directions for a Communication
Assistant to assess the witness or defendant’s communication
needs. See Communication Assistance Guideline.
Disclosure: Seek directions including completion of discovery,
(including from third parties, early release of Formal Written
Statements (FWS)).
EVI31
o Seek the release of the EVI transcript and the EVI itself (in
electronic form) at the CRH (subject to s 106(4)A & B
restrictions);
o If there is no transcript, seek a direction that one be
prepared;
o Once released, fast track discussion of transcript edits, or
signal a need for a pre-trial hearing.32
Defendant statement admissibility and edits;
Alternative modes of testimony
o Notify the court of which modes a child (under 18) will use
(noting the rebuttable presumption in favour of their
choice);33
o Apply for any alternative modes for adult
witnesses/defendants;
o (See the wide range of possibilities below: “What You Can
Apply For”.)
o Notify the Court of any known opposition to any application.
Evidential applications:
o E.g., admissibility; propensity; s 44 previous sexual history;
non-party disclosure), or signal opposition, if any.34
Expert evidence:
o Notify the Court of any likely expert evidence (e.g.:
ESR/forensic; medical/psychological; counter-intuitive );35
o At the same time, notify the experts of the need for urgency.
Support person(s): s 79 Evidence Act 2006 requires disclosure of
person’s or persons’ name as soon as practicable.
Other matters: If possible cover:
36
o Reads
o Section 9 admissions
o Trial length estimate.
Timetabling: Seek timetabling directions for:
o Pre-trial applications;
o TCO; and
10

o
o

Ground Rules Hearing37 and;
A tentative trial date.

Lawyers acting for vulnerable persons have a real opportunity at CMM to
promote and resolve issues that may bring a trial forward.

7. What you can apply for: directions for
accommodations and alternative modes
Introduction: a broad and flexible jurisdiction
Practice example
An adult defendant with an intellectual disability was allowed to give her
evidence sitting outside the witness box in the back row of counsel’s
benches with a Communication Assistant beside her to assist.
R v Beards and Beards (2016) EW Misc B14 (CC)
7.1 Although counsel have tended to request only a limited range of
assistance, the Court's have broad and flexible powers under statute,
common law and the courts’ inherent powers to control its own process,
to make directions to facilitate defendants’ trial participation and/or
witnesses’ evidence.
7.2 For instance, s 80 Evidence Act entitles defendants and witnesses
with communication impairments to a wide range of help, including “oral
or written interpretation of a language, written assistance, technological
assistance, and any other assistance that enables or facilitates
communication”.38
7.3 Similarly, the "modes" section, s 105 Evidence Act, usually only
associated with the use of EVI, CCTV or screens, in fact states that “any
appropriate practical and technical means may be used to enable the
Judge, the jury (if any), and any lawyers to see and hear the witness
giving evidence,” provided the judge, jury, lawyers39 and defendant40 can
hear and see a witness. The same statutory options are available to
witnesses and parties in the civil courts.41
7.4 The common law also allows a wide range of additional measures
such as non-traditional seating arrangements, support persons
throughout trial, shorter or variable trial times, time limits on questioning
and detailed directions restricting language use for examination and/or
the whole trial (see below). Statutory and non-statutory measures can
and should be used in conjunction as needed.
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Possible Special Measures
Directions for witnesses
7.5 The following pre-trial directions may assist vulnerable people
(witnesses and defendants) when giving evidence.
7.6 If a CA is appointed, his or her report recommendations should guide
the court as to pre-trial directions specific to the person’s needs.

(a) Alternative modes of testifying:
7.7 Lawyers often limit their s 105 mode applications to the “standard
package” of:
•
•
•

Using the EVI as evidence in chief,42
Cross-examination from behind a screen43 or, more usually, via
CCTV,44
Having a support person present while testifying.45

However, there are a wide range of additional options, including:
•
•
•
•

Remote participation for witnesses or defendants via audio visual
link (AVL);46
Pre-recording cross-examination in a pre-trial hearing;47
Communication assistance (see below);48
"Any other appropriate means".49

7.8 It is presumed children under 18 will use one or more alternative
modes,50 and they are also available to vulnerable adult witnesses51 and
to defendants.52 There is no presumption in favour of the ordinary way of
testifying for anyone.53
Section 107: children and alternative modes
Section 107 sets out a rebuttable presumption that any child witness
(under 18) is “entitled” to use one or more of the s 105 alternate
modes. Prosecutors need not apply but instead must notify the court
and defence as to what mode(s) are selected (in the CMM in a judgealone trial and the TCO in a jury trial). Any changes must be notified as
soon as possible. The presumption is rebuttable if the child or the
defence objects.
Note that the new legislative presumption embraces all the alternative
modes, including pre-recorded cross-examination. (See appendix
below).
CCTV: Flexible Practice
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7.9 We tend to assume CCTV always happens the same way but courts
can tailor its use to the needs of the witness. Examples include:54
Lawyers and judges moving to the CCTV room to question the
witness (when a witness had difficulty using the technology but
needed the privacy);55
Turning off the “picture in a picture” of the witness in the witness’s
screen (when it proved a distraction);
Blocking the defendant’s and the public’s view of the witness over
CCTV, just as if s/he was in court using a screen.

•

•
•

Caution with CCTV
7.10 While many vulnerable people will find CCTV helpful, some
vulnerable witnesses may find it more difficult.
•

•

Some people, such as those with autism, may find communicating
over CCTV more difficult, but to enable them to make a decision
(and meet counsel’s responsibility to ascertain the witness’s views
for the Court), it will not be enough merely to explain the idea.
They need to actually try the equipment out.
People with mental distress may also find the use of technology
increases their distress and paranoia: Cameras may need
explanation and discussion.

Arrange a visit to the CCTV room so the person can make an informed
decision.

(b) Communication Assistant
7.11 One form of the wide range of communication assistance available
for witnesses and defendants under s 80 of the Evidence Act is to appoint
a specialist to assist counsel and the court. A Communication Assistant
(or “CA”) is an independent communication specialist (not an expert
witness) appointed by the court to:
•
•
•

Assess a person’s needs,
Help design suitable support measures
Monitor/assist with witness examination and a defendant’s ability to
follow the trial/hearing.

7.12 A CA can be crucial to ensuring vulnerable people can give evidence
fully and can participate properly in their own trials. See
the Communication Assistance Guideline.
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(c) Language directions and restrictions
7.13 Pre-trial Language Directions, utilising the Court’s wide-ranging
powers and duty to ensure appropriate questioning under s 85 Evidence
Act, can be a powerful tool to prevent miscommunication. See “Language
Directions” below.
Where a CA has been appointed, his or her report will guide the language
directions.

(d) Visual aids:
7.14 Some vulnerable people are better at understanding visual
information and communicating through visual medium (i.e., drawings
and in writing).56
7.15 Permission could be sought for a range of visual aids including:
•

•

•

•

•

Aids for counsel to use to present information during
questioning,57 such as pictures of key places or people,58 visual
timelines of events, body outline diagrams59 or vocabulary charts for
key concepts or points;60
Aids to support the witness to answer, including “yes/no/unsure”
answer cards,61 or permission and/or assistance to write or type
answers to all or certain questions (i.e.: those on distressing
topics);
Task-orientated aids for witnesses and defendants such as visual
“rules of court” reminders and traffic-light cards to indicate stress
levels/need for a break;
Aids to help a defendant follow proceedings (e.g.: visual/written
explanations of the evidence,62 or a simple running
translation/account of questions/procedure, oral or written);63
Reading assistance: A CA may also help a witness or defendant to
read,64 including by preparing “easy read” versions of documents or
simple written translations.65

7.16 When using visual aids at trial, ask for the CA or support person or a
Registrar to alert the court to the person’s use of a card and to read aloud
any typed/written answers, or to have a CCTV camera positioned
appropriately. Otherwise their use of aids may not be visible. Lawyers
should discuss and agree this approach before the evidence is given.
7.17 Be aware that some people, such as those with FASD, may resist
using any aids perceived as childish, although they may need to use
them. In such cases, it may be preferable to have a CA alongside them
to prompt the use of aids.
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(e) Assistance with exhibits:
7.18 People with intellectual disabilities or FASD are more likely to lose
their way in exhibit books very easily and to struggle to remember where
they are up to. While courts often direct a Registrar (or CA) to assist the
witness to find exhibits in photo books, it can be useful to seek a
direction.66

(f) Restrictions on co-defendants’ cross-examination:
7.19 Where counsel for co-defendants will examine a witness, they can be
directed to agree which counsel cross-examines on shared areas of
concern, avoiding repetition and longer questioning times.67

(g) Support Persons:
7.20 Section 79 of the Evidence Act entitles witnesses to one or
more68 support people with them whilst testifying – including someone
well-known to them.69 The persons’ preference has great weight70 and
any objections must have a substantive basis.71
7.21 Defendants can also have support people (including whanau and
caregivers)72 with them throughout the hearing or trial under the Court’s
inherent powers.
7.22 Forensic nurses or psychologists or CAs can also be directed to
monitor the defendant’s coping and comprehension during trial, although
they are not support persons per se.73
7.23 Usually supporters are told to remain out of the witness’s eyeshot
and be completely passive, but this reduces the comfort the witness can
derive from their presence. The Court can relax or vary usual practice if
needed.74
7.24 Consider seeking a direction that the support person can, for
instance, offer physical comfort if the witness becomes distressed while
giving evidence, as CAs are sometimes allowed to do.75

(h) Timing the EVI viewing:
7.25 Vulnerable witnesses can benefit from permission to watch the EVI a
day or so before trial rather than at trial, to avoid tiring and/or distressing
them directly before examination.76
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(i) Comfort objects:
7.26 Courts can direct a witness or defendant be allowed calming
activities and/or comfort objects available in court as an important stress
reduction measure. These could be:
•
•
•
•

A personally meaningful item;
Generic fidget toys77 or activities such as colouring books and
pencils;78
Something to reduce sensory overload, such as a hat to reduce
glare from fluorescent lighting;79
Support animals are also a possibility, including the person’s own
pet.80

“An adult witness with Autism was permitted to gove evidence wearing
a lion’s tail, something which was his ‘comfort object’ in daily life.”
Lexicon Autism Toolkit para 2.10

Too much of a good thing?
Some people with an intellectual disability or with FASD may find toys
or animals too distracting.
Seek advice beforehand (and monitor during testimony), to ensure that
a comfort object is not becoming counter-productive.

(j) Court Scheduling:
7.27 The Court should be asked to direct the Registrar that:
(a) A priority fixture: Long delays before trial can be very stressful for
vulnerable people and erode memory.81
Prioritisation Practice Note
22 January 1992 per Eichelbaum CJ & Cartwright CDCJ
The Courts are directed to prioritise trials of sexual offences, especially
those with child witnesses, and to scrutinise any applications to adjourn
closely.
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(b) Reserve trials and back-up fixtures: Reserve trials/back-ups can
reduce delay but some vulnerable people find the uncertainty and any
rescheduling very distressing and destabilising. This includes some people
with autism and complainants in trials regarding traumatic events such as
rape.
Consider seeking directions that:
•
•
•

The case is not suitable as a back-up fixture and should be a
priority firm fixture;
Rescheduling needs to be avoided;82
Seeking definite allocation of a courtroom or CCTV room as soon as
possible: Some witnesses, particularly those with autism, need to
familiarise themselves with the room and check for sensory
distractions.

(k) Closed Court
7.28 Even when they are not automatically entitled to a closed court by
reason of age or offence-type, vulnerable witnesses and defendants may
need the court closed or entry restricted when giving evidence to reduce
distraction and distress.83

(l) Trial timetabling
7.29 Directions can also be sought for the trial itself to reduce waiting
times for witnesses at court, and to ensure they give evidence when they
are most able to concentrate.
7.30 The Court could be asked for:
•
•

•

A “Clean Start” or definite start time for the person’s evidence,
without delaying for housekeeping etc.;84
Shorter or variable sitting times: Ask for the person to be called at
the time of day they are most able to concentrate (check this with
the person and/or whanau or caregivers);85
A limit to total questioning time per day.86

(m) Breaks during appearances:
7.31 Vulnerable witnesses will generally need more breaks than others.
Consider seeking directions for:
•
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More frequent breaks,87 either pre-scheduled or whenever witness
became distressed/disorganised88 or as requested by the CA.89 Get
expert advice as to frequency (e.g.: children with autism may only
be able to concentrate for 10-15 minutes, or less if very anxious);
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Breaks for Children
“ as a general rule, a young child will lose concentration after about 15
minutes, whether or not this becomes obvious. In most cases a child’s
cross-examination should take no more than an hour and usually
considerably less.”
England and Wales Equal Treatment Benchbook at 2-16 (56)

Setting the length of breaks: Longer breaks90 or short in-court
“mini” breaks can be very effective;91
Scheduled breaks should be automatic: Do not rely on the witness
to ask, as they may be too embarrassed or scared, simply want it
over with or not realise they are flagging;

•
•

If a vulnerable witness asks for a break it will often be when they are at
their limit. Any delay (“I only have a few more questions”) may result in
breakdown. Seek a direction that:
Any additional break requested (by the witness or by a CA) can be
given without delay.

•

Good practice examples:
•

•

Cross-examination of a 16 year old girl with intellectual disabilities
was conducted for two periods of 20 minutes each in the morning,
over a period of five days. Lexicon Learning Disabled Toolkit para
3.7.
Cross-examination of a tetraplegic witness was conducted one
hour a day over several days. R v Willeman (2008) NZAR 644 (5)

Creativity with Break-time
7.32 Courts can be flexible in allowing a vulnerable person to take a break
in the way that will best calm them.
•

•
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Witnesses have taken breaks under blanket “tents”, in corners of
the CCTV room visible only to the judge and support person or
outside the CCTV room;92
Younger and autistic witnesses have calmed themselves with
rhythmic physical activity during breaks, such as jumping on a minitramp in the CCTV room, or by vacuuming court corridors.93
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(n) Reduced formality:
•
•

•

•

Minimise stimuli and distraction by removing gowns,94 dropping
formal titles etc.
Permit unusual behaviours (e.g., repetitive gestures such as
flapping or tapping, or a fixed attention on one object, can be
important stress-management techniques for Autistic witnesses and
defendants. Others may need permission to get up from their seat
and move around);
Permission to avoid eye contact, especially for autistic witnesses,
and answer with their back to the cross-examiner95 or pull up a
hoodie;96
Permission to whisper answers to a CA;97

A 10 year old autistic witness was allowed to testify via CCTV while
wearing a visor to reduce glare and distraction from the lighting. She
was also allowed to have her pet dog with her to reduce stress.
R v BL (2016) ACTSC 209

(o) Directions to Avoid Confrontation
7.33 Directions to ensure anxious vulnerable people do not meet
defendants or their supporters or opposing parties can include:
In and around Court:
•
•

Directions that witnesses use a separate entrance, and/or
staggering witness/defendant arrival times;99
Directions that witnesses use separate waiting facilities or wait
somewhere close to but outside the courthouse;100

If using screens: Directions that the witness to be seated in court
before the defendant/opposing party or any public enter the
courtroom;101
If using CCTV: Directions blocking the defendant’s and/or public’s view
of the witness on screen.102

(p) Meeting judge and counsel
7.34 If the witness wants to do so, meetings to introduce the judge and
counsel before being examined103 can decrease the vulnerable person’s
stress and are also a good opportunity for judge and counsel to find out
more about their communication style.
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Meeting people with autism:
When meeting a witness with autism Judge and counsel need to be
aware that:
•
•
•
•

Small talk is difficult for people with autism;
Touch is inappropriate, unless the person offers it;
Follow the person’s cues on eye-contact;
Language needs to be simple, non-figurative and concrete.104

8. Directions for Defendants
In addition to the above directions for witnesses, defendants may need
directions for:
(a) Preparation:
•

•

A courtroom orientation visit such as usually given to
witnesses105 (ensuring if possible that the courtroom and CCTV
room shown are the ones to be used at trial) and including any CA
in the visit;
Extra preparation sessions with counsel and any CA (relevant for
Legal Aid).106

(b) Communication assistance throughout the trial not just during the
defendant’s evidence;107
(c) Remote participation via audio visual link (AVL) including pre-trials
and the whole trial;108
(d) Language directions covering the whole trial and all the defendant’s
court appearances not just their examination;109 including checks to
monitor comprehension.110
(e) Scheduling:
•
•

Shorter sitting times throughout trial or sitting only at times of the
day when the person is most able to concentrate;111
Pre-trials and trials may need to be in smaller or closed courts or
ask for pre-trial hearings to be scheduled at quieter times of day or
listed alone.112

(f) Slower pace of proceedings throughout trial/hearing.113
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(g) Breaks: In addition to taking more breaks while giving evidence (see
above), vulnerable defendants are likely to need more breaks during the
hearing/trial for legal advice and explanation as to what is happening, and
to give instructions114 as well as for rest and emotional regulation.115
Note: If a defendant has become overwhelmed it may be possible to get
permission to remain out of court after a break/attend only part of
hearings (counsel remaining to represent them).116
(h) Stress/coping monitoring: Periodic reports by psychologist,117 Court
Liaison Nurse118 or CA. A Ground Rules Hearing can be convened in
chambers during trial to reassess measures needed by the defendant as
necessary (see “Ground Rules Hearings” below).
(i) Support at Court: In addition to a support person(s) whilst giving
evidence, defendants can have one or more support people with them
throughout the trial, whether whanau or caregivers119 or professionals
such as a CA or CLN.120
(j) Seating arrangements: directions can be sought over:
•

•

Where and with whom defendant sits during trial (e.g.: at a table in
easy reach of counsel;121 beside counsel or beside counsel and a
caregiver or whanau during trial/substantive hearings122 or with
whanau/caregiver in the public gallery for short
appearances)123 and while giving evidence (e.g. beside counsel124 or
using an alternative mode);125
Separating a vulnerable defendant from co-defendants where there
is a risk of peer-pressure.126

(k) Judge-alone trial:
•

A judge-alone trial may be fairer for some defendants, particularly
defendants with autism or those with intellectual disabilities. Judgealone trials can:
o Reduce distractions;
o Be fairer to defendants whose demeanour (e.g. lack of
emotional response, facial expression etc., or outbursts during
questioning) may be perceived negatively by a jury;
o A judge sitting alone may cope better with the necessity for
multiple adjournments than a jury.127

Myths about CCTV
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Some lawyers prefer witnesses not to use CCTV or even EVIs, believing
they have less impact on juries than evidence given in the courtroom.
In fact, as a recent paper for the Scottish government put it:
“Some – but by no means all – studies suggest a preference on the part
of jurors for evidence that is presented live in court, but in simulations
with a group deliberative component, mimicking actual jury decisionmaking, the broad consensus of researchers to date has been that this
preference does not impact significantly upon verdict
outcomes.”128
In order words, while some studies demonstrate an initial negative
impact,129 this does not appear to affect post-deliberation verdicts.130

9. Language directions
“It is now generally accepted that if justice is to be done to the
vulnerable witness and also to the accused, a radical departure from the
traditional style of advocacy will be necessary. Advocates must adapt to
the witness, not the other way around.”
R v Lubemba (2014) EWCA 2064 (68) per Hallet LJ
9.1 The most important way to facilitate best evidence is for counsel’s
questions to be comprehensible and non-coercive. NZ courts are
beginning to follow the English practice131 of making specific language
directions to ensure vulnerable people are examined appropriately.132
9.2 Language directions can be equally important for vulnerable
defendants as for witnesses,133 and can be given to cover the whole trial
rather than just their examination.134
9.3 Examples include directions to:135
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Use short, one-topic questions,136 not composite or roll-up
questions;137
Avoid leading questions,138 especially tagged questions;139
Conversely, permission may be given for leading questions in direct
examination where the witness needs to be directed to topic;140
Use simple,141 developmentally-appropriate, comprehensible
questions;142
Avoid figurative speech, metaphors and idiom;143
Slow down questioning and allow more processing time between
questions;144
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•
•
•
•

Allow vulnerable defendants to narrate evidence with few
interruptions;145
Actively check witnesses’ understanding of questions (i.e.; ask them
to repeat it back in their own words).146
Restricting co-defendants from cross-examining on the same
topics;147
Restrictions on putting the case in overly suggestive terms (see
“Putting the Case” below).

9.4 While the Court of Appeal has discouraged generic “blanket bans” on
certain question types without evidence specific to the witness,148 where
there is evidence of what the individual finds coercive or
incomprehensible, counsel should apply for directions.149
9.5 Process for determining directions:
•

•

Courts will probably require expert evidence or a CA Assessment
Report specific to the person before making more than commonsense directions.150
The detail of language directions should be discussed and finalised
at a Ground Rules Hearing shortly before trial. See “Ground Rules
Hearing” below.

10. Putting the Case
“When the witness is young or otherwise vulnerable, the court may
dispense with the normal practice and impose restrictions on the
advocate ‘putting his case’ where there is a risk of a young or otherwise
vulnerable witness failing to understand, becoming distressed or
acquiescing to leading questions.” 151
10.1 It is now possible to seek pre-trial directions setting out the extent
to which counsel must put the case in order to reduce unnecessary and
overly distressing questioning.
10.2 When the case is put to a vulnerable witness, research shows it is
often done at a level of detail or in a way that is inappropriate and not
reasonably answerable. In particular:
•
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Peripheral details: Lawyers often cross-examine younger children
on their recall of peripheral detail, when research suggests that
they cannot reasonably be expected to retain such memories
(unlike memories for core events which are generally longerlasting).152 Thus the absence of peripheral details is not an accurate
test of core memory;
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•

•

Allegations of lying: Children, adult sexual assault complainants and
witnesses with conditions such as autism can find challenges that
they are lying or mistaken distressing to the point that they may
lose concentration, be unable to continue, or become erroneously
compliant and suggestible;153
Sensitive records: Questioning some witnesses about the sensitive
content of their medical or counselling records can also cause
overwhelming distress, whereas such questions could be as readily
or better answered by a third party (e.g.: the GP or counsellor).154

Lawyers may feel obliged to put such questions but in fact, the law does
not require it.
10.3 Section 92(1) Evidence Act 2006 states that “[i]n any proceeding, a
party must cross-examine a witness on significant matters that are
relevant and in issue and that contradict the evidence of the witness, if
the witness could reasonably be expected to be in a position to give
admissible evidence on those matters.”
10.4 This implies that counsel has no obligation to put any question to
which the witness cannot be reasonably expected to give a relevant
answer.
10.5 Judges in England and Australia155 and in New Zealand,156 especially
in the pilot Sexual Offence Courts are increasingly issuing pre-trial
directions defining what aspects of the case need be put to the witness
and what compensatory measures counsel may access instead.
10.6 Courts have ruled it is not necessary for witnesses to be asked or to
answer questions putting the case where the risk of becoming
overwhelmed and/or erroneously compliant is too great and have also
said that answers to such questions may legitimately be disregarded as
unreliable.157 The English Court of Appeal has also emphasised that the
modern tendency to put the case via questions which are really only
comment is improper as well as unnecessary.158
10.7 Instead, the Court allows counsel to tell the jury what they would
otherwise have asked and to address the topics with other witnesses and
in closing.159
10.8 However, a witness’ communication difficulties cannot be used as an
excuse to avoid cross-examining where the witness can in fact cope:
Where questions can be worded appropriately, counsel have a
responsibility to give the witness a chance to respond.160
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11. Expert advice and evidence
11.1 Input from experts can be crucial in cases with vulnerable people:
(a) Communication Advice: A specialist’s advice is important to planning
communication strategies and appropriate accommodations for court
appearances, not just for mode of evidence but also as to how to
communicate effectively. See Communication Assistance Guideline.
(b) Expert Evidence:
•
•

•

Expert evidence is vital to any application regarding fitness to plead
or stand trial (see above);161
At trial, expert evidence can be important to assist the fact finders
to interpret the witness and/or defendant’s behaviours appropriately
and give the person’s evidence and/or case proper consideration;
At sentence, expert evidence may be very important to determining
mitigating factors and to deciding the appropriate sanction.162

(c) Expert evidence is typically provided by a psychologist or psychiatrist
with specialist knowledge of the particular issues. Speech Language
Therapists typically provide communication advice.
(d) Forward planning is important both to find an appropriate, available
expert and obtain legal aid/Crown law funding.

12. Trial Callover
Trial Callover Memorandum (TCM)
12.1 A TCM must be filed by each party: the prosecution files 15 working
days before the Trial Callover (TCO); the defence files 5 working days
beforehand.163 As noted earlier, nothing stops a party from seeking an
early TCO.
12.2 With a vulnerable witness or defendant, many of the usual matters
for a TCO should already have been declared, and some resolved, by the
CMM or at the CRH.
Formal requirements of TCM
12.3 The requirements are set out in s 88(2) CPA 2011 and R.4.18 CPR
2012.
12.4 Both sides must disclose:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Any pre-trial applications they have made164 or will make;165
Whether those applications require a separate hearing or can be
resolved at callover;166
Any evidence in support of any application to be determined at
callover;167
The number of witnesses;168
The estimated length of their case;169
Details of any expert witness;170
Details of any young or vulnerable witness;171
Any proposed special trial arrangements (e.g., interpreters,
screens, closed-circuit television, facilities for playing video
recorded interviews, and AVL), whether they are agreed or opposed
and, if opposed, why;172
Challenges to the admissibility of any proposed evidence;173
Dates on which counsel are available for trial;174
Anything else they want addressed at TCO.175

12.5 Prosecution must also disclose:
•
•

Any evidence in formal statements on which it does not intend to
rely;176
A summary of facts.177

12.6 Defence counsel must also disclose:
•

•

Any expert witness’s brief/report/summary of evidence 10 days
before trial.178 However, the High Court Rules oblige experts to
consult and if possible produce a joint brief, so early disclosure is
important.179
Any s 9 admissions.180

12.7 The defence may also disclose:
•
•

Any fact (other than a s.9 admission) that the defendant will/will
not dispute;
Any issue that the defendant will/will not dispute at the trial or on
which the defendant intends to rely.

Additional Options
12.8 Consider seeking:181
•
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Early EVI viewing: Seek directions for any vulnerable witnesses to
view their EVIs before trial so that they do not have to watch them
with the jury182 (cutting the time they have to concentrate on the
day and giving recovery time for a witness who may be
embarrassed by their EVI);
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•

•

A Ground Rules Hearing: One useful step the Sexual Violence Court
Pilot is adopting is to hold a final callover to finalise the detail of
language directions and any other practical directions. This English
innovation, known as a “Ground Rules Hearing” should be held a
week or two before trial, not the morning or first day of trial. See
“Ground Rules Hearing” below;
Teleconference: To reduce delay, consider asking to hold the TCO
by teleconference or Skype (such as occurs in the Serious Sexual
Violence Pilot Courts in Auckland).

Trial Callover
12.9 The TCO must be held not later than 40 working days after the
CRH.183
Get it in writing: Ensure any specific practical directions beyond mere
permission to use CCTV etc., (e.g., directions on language or putting the
case) are in writing, to save later argument and confusion.
13. Ground Rules Hearings: Final Trial Call-over
13.1 A Ground Rules Hearing or (GRH) is an optional final call-over
confirming arrangements for trial, such as:184
•
•
•

New directions on late-arising matters (e.g.: A CA appointed earlier
has now given their recommendations);
The practical implementation of earlier directions (e.g.: if a CA has
been directed, how he or she intervenes at trial); or
Detailed directions best discussed by trial judge and counsel (such
as the detail of language directions and how to put the case).

13.2 GRH are strongly recommended, especially for cases using
Communication Assistants.185 GRHs are best held two to three weeks
before trial when counsel are beginning their preparations, so they have
time to assimilate directions.
13.3 GRH are not housekeeping discussions. Some courts already
routinely schedule GRH. Others prefer to deal with issues on the day of
trial as “housekeeping”. However, this disadvantages counsel, who may
not have enough time to absorb and adjust to directions, especially on
questioning, and makes some valuable options (e.g. pre-trial court visits;
letting witness view EVIs several days ahead, introductory visits between
witness, judge and counsel) impossible.
13.4 GRHs can be reconvened multiple times as necessary, including
during trial.186 Ground Rules Hearings may equally be appropriate before
civil hearings as before criminal trials.187
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Ground Rules in Aotearoa
The judge and counsel had several GRH with the CA to work out how
best to question an adult complainant with intellectual disabilities and a
fear of men (counsel and the judge all being men). After consultation,
the judge issued extensive directions by agreement, including that the
woman CA would ask the defense’s questions in the CCTV room, using
visual aids she prepared. Any additional questions would be formulated
between defence counsel and the CA in discussion breaks.
R v Aitchison (2017) NZHC 3222
Agenda
13.5 Agenda: Counsel should file a written memorandum beforehand,
whether jointly or separately.188
If a CA has been directed, their report should form the basis of the
discussion.
13.6 Get it in writing: It is essential to get any Ground Rules directions in
writing in detail to save later argument and confusion.
13.7 Communication Assistant involvement: If a CA is appointed, it is
vital that they are present at the GRH to take part in
discussions.189 See Communication Assistance Guideline “Ground Rules
Hearings”.
Pre-trial Support
13.8 Vulnerable witnesses and defendants do better with counsel who are
proactive in managing clients’ and witnesses’ stress, providing more than
usual information and support.
Contact and information
13.9 Although prosecutors in particular must maintain objectivity, greater
contact to build rapport and ensure good information are key ways to
increase vulnerable people’s confidence in the process and reduce their
stress.
13.10 Good briefing practice is the other main way in which lawyers can
improve vulnerable people’s confidence and trial performance (see
“Briefing” below).
13.11 It is good practice to inform other counsel of the increased briefing
and need to build rapport with a vulnerable witness.
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Information obligations
13.12 The following references prosecutorial obligations under statute and
the Crown Law Guidelines but is intended for anyone calling a vulnerable
witness.
13.13 Prosecutors must consult complainants and put their views before
the court on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bail applications;190
Modes applications;191 and
Defendant applications for name suppression;192
Prosecutors must keep complainants and witnesses informed of all
major pre-trial decisions,193 including:
Progress of the investigation;194
Bail applications;195
Plea discussions;196
Decisions on charging and all changes thereto;197
Changes of plea;198
Defendant applications for permanent name suppression;199
Name suppression for sexual offence complainants and child
witnesses;200
Mode applications;201
Dates and places of all pre-trial appearances, the trial and any
appeal;202
Any pre-trial disposition of the case including withdrawal of charges,
guilty plea or finding that the defendant is unfit to stand trial;203
Prosecutors must ensure proper briefing for vulnerable witnesses.204

13.14 Other matters on which information should be given include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Change of venue applications;205
Special measures applications (such as for CAs or remote
participation);
Relevant substantive evidence applications (i.e. s 44 or others
regarding the witness’s character, health, medical or psychological
treatment);
Outcomes of any relevant pre-trial applications;
Any listing of the trial for backup should be explained;
Available support, including early referral to Victims’ Advisors and
advice regarding resources, counselling and financial assistance
available.206

13.15 Contact should be with the lead counsel, but, if necessary,
information can be provided via an intermediary (e.g. the Officer in
Charge or a Victim’s Advisor) and can be provided to the nominated
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support person.207 Maintaining continuity in the professionals handling the
case is important to vulnerable witnesses’ confidence in the process.
13.16 Counsel should meet with vulnerable witnesses or complainants
often. As a rule of thumb, counsel should meet a vulnerable witness at
least twice before the trial (not including on the day they give evidence).
Prosecutors should take the Police O/C with them to such meetings.
13.17 Support people: Suggest the client/witness bring a support person
along to meetings. It is worth (with the person’s permission) having
ongoing contact with their support network to monitor their coping. If the
person has limited support, or is coping poorly, consider referring to
counselling, whilst recognising some counsel will make an issue of
therapy prior to trial.

14. Pre-trial preparation
Counsel’s cross-examination preparation
14.1 An important way to ensure a fair trial for vulnerable witnesses and
defendants who testify – to ensure witnesses can give their evidence as
accurately and completely as possible and defendants can participate
properly in their own trials - is for counsel to ensure their questions are
comprehensible and not coercive. See the specific guidelines on different
disabilities or vulnerabilities as a basis for planning your questions.
14.2 It is strongly recommended that both counsel consult any CA
privately when planning questions. See Communication Assistance
Guideline.
14.3 When in doubt about consultation, raise the issue with the court at a
GRH ( see “Ground Rules Hearings”).
Witness briefing and courtroom education
14.4 Counsel must ensure their witnesses are properly prepared for
Court. This includes both ensuring that they have attended courtroom
education before trial and briefing them properly.

Briefing Vulnerable Witnesses and Defendants
Witness briefing and courtroom education
14.5 There are concerns that many lawyers do not brief vulnerable
witnesses sufficiently.208 Research shows that well-briefed witnesses cope
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better with suggestive and complex language.209 Better briefing may also
reduce their stress.
14.6 Many lawyers, especially prosecutors, have reservations about
briefing witnesses at length, fearing they will slip into impermissible
coaching. However, there is good recent authority on briefing showing
that more is allowed than may have been thought.210
14.7 Before briefing:
•
•

•
•

Allow extra time for briefing. More than one session may be needed
and it should be at least a few days before the trial or hearing;
Find out about their communication style and needs. Get expert
advice (e.g., from a communication assistant or, with the person’s
consent, a caregiver or friend). If possible have any CA present at
the briefing to assist you. For further information check the "How to
Question" sections of any relevant disability guideline.
Ask the person if they would like a support person present;
Ask if they want to bring any comfort object.

14.8 At the briefing:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
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Minimise distractions: Some people are easily overloaded by
unfamiliar sounds or lights or even textures. Ask the person if there
is anything in the room that needs changing;
Take frequent, regular breaks;
Use simple, everyday language, avoid jargon and metaphor. See
the “How to Question” sections of the relevant disability guideline;
Go at a slow pace;
Explain the trial/hearing process in simple everyday language,
including stages of the proceedings, who will be involved, what will
happen and the supports that will be provided;
Explain their own role as a defendant and/or witness, including the
oath/affirmation, concepts which can confuse some people;
Explain examination in chief, and re-examination, and that you
have to ask open questions and cannot be specific about what
information you are asking for;
Explain cross-examination carefully, especially that the lawyer may
try to suggest answers to them, that it is likely to be challenging
and that the lawyer may suggest they are lying or mistaken, that
the lawyer may get facts wrong and that they should say if
something said to them is incorrect;
Many lay people find such challenges surprising and distressing. It
can be helpful to explain it is not personal but just part of the
lawyer’s job;
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•

•

•

•
•

Challenge: People also need (and are allowed) notice of what topics
they are likely to be challenged on, and especially if they are likely
to be accused of lying;
Sensitive questions: Also give notice or reminders if they will
questioned about sensitive issues such as past sexual history,
psychiatric or counselling records or diary entries;
Practice (without coaching): People need opportunities to practice
answering both examination in chief and cross-examination-type
questions. It is never acceptable to have witnesses practice
answering questions on substantive matters, but it is appropriate to
give witnesses opportunities to practise on neutral topics.211 This
includes practising:
o Taking their time to answer and not allowing themselves to be
rushed;
o Asking for clarification or saying they do not understand;
o Not guessing: Saying when they do not remember or do not
know;
o Disagreeing/correcting misinformation;
o Asking for breaks.
Research suggests that such training can improve all witnesses’
ability to seek clarification and resist suggestion.212
Equipment practice: Witnesses need opportunities to practice using
any equipment, including CCTV but also any visual aids such as
answer cards or stress scales.

Sensory Overload
“Depending on the individual, problems … could include: lights that are
too bright, buzz or flicker; noise or vibration from a lift or escalator;
announcements over a loudspeaker; electronic feedback over the live
link; echoes in the courtroom; smells (even something as ‘minor’ as
flavoured crisps); or colours, fabrics or materials (e.g. a different kind
of chair might be needed) … (or) crowds.”
Lexicon Autism Toolkit para 2.11

•

Special measures: Witnesses need to know what special measures
will be available (i.e., additional breaks, mini-breaks, meeting with
judge and defence counsel, CCTV).

Courtroom education:
Witness briefing and courtroom education
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14.9 The Court Education for Young Witnesses programme, delivered by
Victim Advisors, is designed to reduce witness stress by familiarising them
with court facilities and processes;213
•

•

•
•

The programme is available to all children, but similar visits may
help vulnerable adults as well. Defendants can also get permission
for orientation visits (led by counsel);214
Best practice is for counsel to attend courtroom education as part of
briefing.215 Any CA should also attend to ensure the witness or
defendant understands the visit;
If possible, show the person the room they will use during trial;
Use the courtroom visit to check for unexpected stresses, such as
the lighting or noises in the CCTV room or lift that could contribute
to sensory overload.

Arrange logistical support:
14.10 Vulnerable adults may need practical support during the court day,
including:
•
•

•

Help getting to and from court (including getting back from breaks)
and navigating at court;
Calming activities and food during the day. Consider measures such
as calming phone applications, mindfulness, and grounding
techniques;216
A supporter with the person throughout the day.

14.11 Plan so that the witness is not left sitting in court for long periods
(e.g., more than 20 minutes) before giving evidence: Negotiate a set time
for their appearance with the Court and if there is any doubt about
timing, arrange with the support person that they wait for a text in a
more congenial location (a local café, a park).
A Pragmatic Approach
An autistic witness was left to take the bus to court alone and arrived
hours late because he was fixated on mending fences and got off the
bus every time he saw a broken one.
A car was arranged for him and he arrived on time for the next date.
Plotnikoff & Woolfson Registered Intermediaries in the Criminal Justice
System
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EVI Viewing
14.12 It may be better for a vulnerable person to watch the EVI a day or
so before giving evidence, just as other witnesses refresh their memories
with their statements before trial.217
•
•
•

Watching the EVI with the jury can be tiring and distressing,
reducing concentration span for subsequent questioning;218
Watching at an earlier time allows people to proceed at their own
pace with appropriate breaks;219
Some child and adult vulnerable witnesses find watching their EVIs
distressing and may do better if allowed to recover before being
examined.

14.13 If a witness watches their EVI before trial, the prosecutor must
arrange a viewing time with the OC, Court and Victims’ Advisor. The OC
or another officer must be present.

15. Supporting a vulnerable person at court
Explanations and advice
•
•
•

•

Make extra time for explanations and legal advice during the
appearance;
Seek adjournments or pauses in proceedings as necessary;
Explain what is happening and signpost any coming changes in
process (adjournments, objections), so the person knows where
they will be taken, why and what to expect when they get there;
You may have to remind the person of earlier advice and what they
learned during the court familiarisation visit as they may not have
remembered everything.

16. Pre-recorded Cross-examination Appendix
16.1 A potentially valuable alternative means of testimony under s 105
Evidence Act is to pre-record not only the witness’s evidence in chief but
to pre-record their cross-examination too in a separate, judge-alone
hearing well in advance of trial.
16.2 While rarely used in New Zealand, pre-recording cross-examination
has been found to be a very successful measure in Western Australia over
the last 25 years, to the point most other Australian states have adopted
it, and in 2015 the English government announced it will be rolling it out
nationally following a successful pilot.
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16.3 The main objective of pre-recording cross-examination is to reduce
lengthy pre-trial delays. Pre-trial delay is a major barrier to obtaining
reliable, detailed evidence. Memories erode with time, particular those
memories concerning peripheral details of an event. Delay can also cause
unacceptable levels of stress and prevent witnesses moving on with their
lives successfully.
The process
16.4 Following expedited, full disclosure, a special pre-trial hearing is
convened with the judge, counsel and defendant, but not jury. Crossexamination takes place as per usual with CCTV and/or other special
measures, and is recorded on DVD. The recording is edited of
inadmissible material and breaks. Both the EVI and cross-examination
DVDs are then played at trial. A joint Ministry and Courts protocol sets
out the hearing procedure.220
16.5 There is considerable evidence from Australia and England that prerecording cross-examination can be practical and successful.221 Evaluation
of the Auckland pre-recording hearings over 2010-11 supports
this.222 (See “Benefits and Risks” below).
Jurisdiction
16.6 Section 105(1)(a)(iii) of the Evidence Act allows cross-examination
to be pre-recorded. The measure was used in several cases223 and the
Ministry and courts have a protocol for its use.224 The Court of Appeal
confirmed its legitimacy in 2011, although it said it should be restricted to
“rare” and “compelling” cases.225 As a result, Crown Law have a policy
against prosecutors initiating pre-recording.
16.7 However, the courts are becoming more receptive:
(a) The High Court is pre-recording vulnerable witnesses’ evidence,
(including a five-year-old, and an intellectually disabled adult);226
(b) Parliament’s recent inclusion of pre-recorded cross-examination in the
alternative modes which it is presumed children will use suggests an
intention it be used more;227
(c) The Court of Appeal has also suggested allowing pre-recorded crossexamination for a vulnerable defendant;228
(d) Pre-recorded cross-examination accords with the Act’s objectives of:
•
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A just and fair trial includes fairness to witnesses and the avoidance
of delay:229
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The mandatory requirement that courts consider the “need to
ensure” a “fair trial”230 and also “have regard to” the “need” to
“minimise” witnesses’ stress and “promote” recovery.231

•

(e) Given the standard delays of 12+ months in our courts, experts are
likely to support pre-recording for children or vulnerable adults.
(f) There is also support from analogous Court of Appeal rulings in favour
of EVIs because of the benefit of early recording to preservation of the
evidence232 and supporting other accommodations facilitating best
evidence from vulnerable witnesses.233
Who is pre-recording suited for?
16.8 Consider pre-recording for:
All children, especially those under 12 years of age;
Vulnerable adults who are susceptible to delay whether due to
memory issues or heightened sensitivity to stress;

•
•

16.9 The courts have allowed pre-recording for dying
witnesses,234 tetraplegic witnesses,235 young children236 and impaired
adult witnesses.237 The Court of Appeal has suggested it for impaired
adult defendants.238
Timing of application
16.10 The main value of pre-recorded cross-examination is that it
happens early. To get an early hearing, applications must be made by the
Case Review Hearing, and disclosure (including of the EVI) must be
expedited.
Benefits and Risks:239
16.11 Benefits of pre-recording include:
•
•
•

•
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Evidence is of better quality because it is captured early before
the witness’s memory erodes;
The shorter waiting period is less stressful for witnesses and aids
recovery.240
It is easier to include additional accommodations (e.g., more
frequent breaks or a remote location),241 and easier for judges to
stop inappropriate questioning,242 as the jury are absent and the
recording can be edited of breaks etc.;
There is less risk of witness intimidation by defendant supporters
at the courthouse as supporters tend to come to the trial only;
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•
•

Aborted/cracked trials are reduced, as inadmissible/prejudicial
answers can be edited from recordings;
AS the strength and content of key witnesses’ evidence is known
ahead of trial:
o More cases can be disposed of pre-trial through early guilty
pleas or withdrawal of charges;
o Trials acan be shorter due to revised or reduced charges
and shorter playing time of recordings compared to live
evidence.

16.12 Disadvantages of pre-recording include:243
•
•
•
•
•

Disclosure must be completed early (so not necessarily suitable
for cases requiring multi-agency third party disclosure);
Counsel must be fully prepared for cross-examination earlier than
trial (although this can greatly assist pre-trial decision-making);
Possible lack of continuity of judge and counsel between hearing
and trial (but overseas this has not been an issue);
Additional effort required getting Legal Aid to pay for the extra
hearing time;
Recall of the witness at trial if new evidence emerges, although
experience in Western Australia over 25 years is this is very rare.
Both prosecution and defence counsel express a high degree of
confidence in the system.244
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